The leading provider of software enabling lightning-fast processing
and delivery of information to more locations and more devices.

Leadership Statement

AgileDelta is the leading provider of bandwidth and performance optimization products for
net-centric applications, web services and net-enabled devices. By simultaneously optimizing
bandwidth utilization, processor performance and power consumption to dramatic new levels,
AgileDelta is expanding the reach of standard net-centric technologies to more platforms in
more places than ever before possible. AgileDelta’s mission is to make the world’s information
accessible to those that need it, when they need it, where they need it.
AgileDelta creates broad-based, commercial products that address critical needs for both commercial and defense users. AgileDelta’s products for optimizing commercial network applications
and net-enabling commercial mobile devices, embedded systems and consumer electronics are
also designed to meet the demanding requirements of net-centric C2 applications, tactical aircraft,
vehicles, ships, satellites, sensors and ground troops..
AgileDelta’s technologies have been identified as best-of-breed by industry leaders, such as Intel,
Nokia, Canon, Fujitsu and Sun Microsystems. They have been adopted by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) as the single recommended standard for optimizing data exchange on the web. Senior
defense leaders and independent assessments by the U.S. Air Force, U.S. Navy, and NSA have recommended them for immediate and broad adoption across the department of defense.

Core Competencies
AgileDelta’s Efficient XML in Action

AgileDelta is a small but influential technical leader in the commercial software industry with
a history of creating innovative, game-changing technologies. AgileDelta has initiated and led
several commercial technology initiatives, supported by Microsoft, IBM, Intel, Oracle, Nokia,
RIM [BlackBerry], Adobe, Sun Microsystems and other industry leaders. AgileDelta-led initiatives that are fundamentally changing the World Wide Web and the way it is programmed
include the World Wide Web Consortium’s Efficient XML Interchange (EXI), Java’s Java for Web
Services, (JWS) and JavaScript’s ECMAScript for XML (E4X).
AgileDelta is skilled at initiating, driving and leading commercial standards initiatives. Industry leaders have sought AgileDelta’s expertise in this area, hiring AgileDelta to lead some of their most important commercial standards initiatives. AgileDelta even won the coveted “Most Innovative Java Specification Request (JSR) of
the Year” award for BEA Systems in 2003.
AgileDelta is also skilled at the production of high quality, commercial software
products and integration solutions. AgileDelta’s people come from some of the
world’s most successful commercial software companies where they shipped
widely-used commercial products like Internet Explorer, SQL Server, and MS-XML.
AgileDelta has shipped 10 major software releases in the last 3 years and has 5
new products currently in Alpha/Beta release status.
In addition, AgileDelta’s core competencies include the development of high performance computing architectures, mobile & embedded device technologies,
data interoperability and net-centric web standards.

Products and Services
AgileDelta is the leading provider of bandwidth and performance optimization products for netcentric applications, web services and net-enabled devices. AgileDelta’s products incorporate
patent-pending network, processor and small device optimizations that achieve unprecedented
levels of performance, reducing network and processor utilization by orders of magnitude.
By dramatically reducing the network, processor, power, memory, storage and footprint requirements of net-centric technologies, AgileDelta’s products extend the reach of net-centric
technologies to the smallest, most limited devices and the most demanding environments. In
addition, they enable organizations to significantly reduce infrastructure costs and defer costly
upgrades, while increasing overall performance.

Efficient XML   optimizes the performance, bandwidth utilization and power
consumption of net-centric applications to dramatic new levels. It accelerates and
extends the reach of network applications to congested networks, mobile platforms
and embedded systems. By reducing bandwidth and CPU requirements, Efficient
XML defers costly data center and network upgrades and enables organizations to
reduce infrastructure costs while increasing throughput and responsiveness.

Efficient XML Web Services (WS) is a turn-key solution for
optimizing the performance, bandwidth utilization and power consumption of netcentric web services and web-service clients. It extends the reach of web-services to congested networks, mobile platforms and embedded systems. Efficient
XML WS plugs into popular web-service platforms with no code changes. It automatically detects clients and servers that support Efficient XML and maintains
backward compatibility with those that don’t.

Efficient XML Mobile and Embedded (ME) gives mobile
devices and embedded systems access to just about any data, anywhere on the
network. It reduces the footprint, processor, memory, storage and battery requirements of complex net-centric technologies so even the smallest, most constrained
devices can be net-enabled. Efficient XML ME optimizes slow, wireless networks
to unprecedented levels, making them feel like high-speed LANs.

Efficient XML Network and Web Proxies provide a turn-
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key solution for rapidly optimizing web applications, wireless links or entire networks. They optimize network utilization, unclogging congested networks and
accelerating slow or wireless connections without code changes. Efficient XML
Proxies automatically detect clients, servers and networks that support Efficient
XML and maintain backward compatibility with those that don’t.

AgileDelta also provides a range of world class research, development, architecture and engineering services to its customers. AgileDelta’s services include system integration, architecture and optimization; open standards strategy, development and leadership; rapid
prototyping; application development; and technology assessment.

Customers and Markets

AgileDelta’s products apply to a broad range of markets, includ-

AgileDelta’s current customer base includes commercial soft-

ing global defense, mobile devices, finance, consumer electron-

ware vendors, defense organizations, prime contractors and

ics, automotive and embedded systems. In addition, they apply

international defense organizations. Customers include Oracle,

to federal and state government markets, such as FAA, NASA,

Fujitsu, Lockheed Martin, US Air Force, US Navy, US Marine Corps

DHS, FBI and state police departments.

and SAIC, to name a few.
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Core Advantage
AgileDelta’s three most important core advantages are its people,
people, and people. As a privately held, growth market commercial technology company that offers attractive stock-option packages, a stimulating, innovative work program and the opportunity
to create world class, game-changing technologies, AgileDelta
has attracted some of the best engineers and scientists from the
worlds most successful software companies. AgileDelta’s people are not just experts in net-centric web technologies like XML,
web services, XML Schema, XML Query, etc.; they helped create
these foundational technologies. AgileDelta’s people are not just
experts in net-centric commercial products like Internet Explorer,
MS XML, BEA WebLogic; they developed these products.
AgileDelta combines its unique commercial expertise with a
deep background in defense information sharing, data interoperability and messaging technologies. AgileDelta’s people led
the research and development of the core technologies in the
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DII COE message processing system and IRIS message processing system used in most DoD and allied C2 systems today.
They also kick-started and led the first DoD and NATO initiatives
to adopt web technologies for military interoperability, which are
now central to the DoD’s and NATO’s net-centric strategy.
AgileDelta’s people, commercial software production capabilities, and strong relationships with key industry leaders enable it
to tackle complex, foundational technical challenges and drive
fundamental changes to the commercial technology landscape
that are generally out of reach for typical defense contractors.
AgileDelta’s deep understanding of defense information sharing
challenges and technologies enable it to see and tackle critical
defense problems that are not on the radar of typical commercial software vendors. AgileDelta’s unique positioning affords a
rare capability to envision and develop broad-based commercial
products that address critical defense needs.

